Personal Black Box Manual

Have you ever looked out the window of an airplane and asked, “Where are we?”, “What
is that city below us?”, “Is that the Grand Canyon?”, “Where is the Statute of Liberty?”
If so, Personal Black Box is the app for you.
Personal Black Box is the guide for airline passengers. It has three major functions. First,
it displays aviation charts. With a little practice you can learn to follow your flight with
charts alone. Second on GPS-equipped devices, Personal Black Box can display your location, speed, and courts. Third, Personal Black Box can track your flight so you can see the
route you have taken.
1. Getting Started

Aviation charts tend to be
large; too large to be included with the app itself. You
have to download charts
separately from within the
app. This requires an Internet connection to the Apple
App Store, either through
Wi-Fi (best) or cellular
service. Get sure to get your
charts before you get on the
airplane.
When you first run Personal Black Box, there are
no charts to display. Personal Black Box goes directly to
the Manage Chart Packages screen. You will be
trapped on this screen until
the first chart has completed
downloading. It gives a list
of chart packages that are available for downloading and indicates whether the package has
already been installed or is in the process of being downloaded.
Warning

Personal Black Box is designed for passengers for entertainment purposes only. Because it
focuses on the needs of passengers, it cannot be used to operate a vehicle or aircraft. Personal Black Box conserves battery life by limiting position updates. These updates are not
frequent enough to navigate by. Charts are not up-to-date. Charts are modified for entertainment purposes. There is no indication of GPS status. These are just some of the reasons
why it is not safe to use Personal Black Box to operat vehicle or aircraft.

Selecting a chart from the list displays the Download
Chart Package screen. This screen gives more information
about the chart package from the Apple App Store. Select
Download to download the chart package. Select Done if
you do not want to download the package.
If you opt to download the package, the Apple App Store
may ask you to enter your Apple ID and password, and then
it will prompt you to confirm that you want to the chart
packages. The App Store may do this using several screens.
When you return
to the Manage
Chart Packages
screen, you will
see the download
progress. You can
download multiple
packages at the
same time. Downloading one at a
time puts the least
stress on network
performance. Parallel downloads are more convenient.
As soon as at least one chart package becomes
available, you can select Done to start using Personal Black Box.
1. Picking Charts

There are three general types of charts:
1. Visual
2. Jet Routes
3. Planning
Visual charts tend to be the most interesting (but also the largest in size).
These are designed for visual navigation.
They show airports terrain, landmarks,
air space restrictions, and navigation
aids. The visual chart packages consist
of a mosaic of three different types
of charts. Most coverage is 1:500,000
scale Sectional charts. Around major airports, more Terminal Charts
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(1:250,000 scale) are overlaid. Some edge areas without Sectional or Terminal coverage are
filled in using 1:1,000,000 scale World Aeronautical Charts. These charts are suitable for
following your progress through the window.
The visual charts covering the Continental United States are divided into multiple packages. However, they are all displayed together when downloaded. Visual charts for Alaska
and Hawaii are displayed separately.
Jet Routes charts display the
navigation paths aircraft flying
over 18,000’ use. They show detailed route information but contain little landmark information
other than coast outlines. With
GPS tracking enabled, you can
use these charts to identify the
route that your flight took. Without GPS tracking, these charts do
not provide much value.

Planning charts cover large areas, showing coast outlines, major airport locations, and
navigation information. Like Jet Routes charts, Planning charts are of limited value without GPS tracking but they provide ocean coverage not found in other chart types.
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2. The Chart Screen

Current
Location

Once you have downloaded at least one chart you can select Done and go to the map screen.
The map screen is easy to use and intuitive. Most of the screen is a scrollable and zoomable
chart.
There are four indicators that can appear on the screen. A red airplane position indicator
show the current location and course. The position of the airplane changes as new position
reports are received from the GPS. The position data block in the upper left corner shows
the position, speed and course.
If you scroll the chart away from the current location, a red crosshair and a second data
block will appear in the lower left corner. This second data block indicates the geographic
location of the crosshair at the center
of the screen.
The toolbar at the bottom of the
screen has four buttons. Moving from
left to right, the Chart Type button
displays a popup screen that allows
you to change the type of chart displayed. You can only change the chart
if you have more than one group of
charts downloaded.
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The Landmarks button displays a popup screen that lists airports that lie with the chart
coverage. Selecting an airport from the list causes it to be displayed in the center of the
screen.

The Options button displays configuration options. The next section describes options
in detail.
The Current Location button centers the Airplane on the screen and causes the screen
to follow the current location. Personal Black Box keeps the current location centered in
the screen until you scroll the chart. Use the Current Location button to resume position
following.
3. Options

Clicking the Options
button on the Chart
toolbar displays the
Options screen. This
screen is divided into
three groups:
•
•
•

Tracking
Packages
Settings
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Tracking

This group of options manages flight tracking. Start Tracking a Flight causes Personal Black
Box to create a new flight track. It will prompt you to enter a name for the track. As the
aircraft moves, Personal Black box records the position continuously. While flight tracking,
this option changes to End Flight Tracking. Selecting this option ends flight track and saves
the collected data to the file you specified.
Display Current Flight Track has an on/off switch. When set to on, the Chart Screen
displays circles at each recorded location. Off removes these circles from the display. This
switch can only be set to on when a flight track has been selected.
Current Flight Track shows the flight track that is currently active. “[None]” means no
flight track is active (and the Display Current Flight Track switch is disabled). There are two
ways to change the current flight track. The first is to create a new track using Start Tracking a Flight. The other is to select Current Flight Track to display the available tracks and
select one from the list (see, below).
Packages

Manage Chart Packages displays the screen originally displayed when you first started Personal Black Box to download packages. Select this if you want to download more chart
packages.
Settings

Maximum Track Point Distance controls the spacing between tracking points displayed on
the screen. This setting is in nautical miles. Personal Black Box will display the next tracking point after this distance has been traveled (provided that the GPS is receiving) or when
the next course change is detected. Use the stepper to adjust this setting. Use larger value
for longer trips and low resolution charts.
4. Manage Flight Tracks

The manage flight tracks screen has two functions. After selecting a track, you can either
select Done to make the track the active track or select Delete to remove the package.
5. Background

Personal Black Box displays charts within a rectangular view. This view is large enough to
accommodate all the charts displayed with all possible rotations of those charts. The chart
background is off white. When this color becomes visible it means you are viewing an area
within the rectangular display that does not have chart coverage. Off white can appear in
two other situations. In a few cases adjacent charts do not overlap. There is a small area
of off white between the nonoverlapping charts. In area far from the reference point (see,
below) chart splits can appear. After you stop scrolling, Personal Black Box corrects splits
near the screen center after a short delay.
Personal Black Box displays a gray background in two circumstances. First, this occurs
when it has not yet displayed an area of the screen. Such gray areas disappear as the screen
has time redraw. Zooming out increases the redraw time because there are more charts that
need to be drawn. Second, a solid, unchanging, entirely gray screen is displayed when the
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current location is outside the coverage area of the currently selected chart. Use the Landmarks button to move to a point within the selected chart.
4. GPS in an Airplane

The FAA allows airlines to determine the types of devices passengers may operate on their
aircraft. Most airlines ban transmitters but permit the operation of a GPS. If your airline
allows you to use a GPS, you can use this functionality with an iPad. Unlike most mobile
devices, the iPad’s Airplane Mode disables the GPS. If you use the iPad’s Airplane Mode
setting, you will not get get GPS reception. To use the GPS (when allowed) you will need
to disable the iPad’s transmitters individually. Go into settings and disable:
• Wi-Fi
• Bluetooth
• Cellular Data
Some airlines may permit you to leave Wi-Fi or Bluetooth enabled.
GPS reception tends to be better at cruise than during takeoff and climb. Reception also
tends to be slightly better in window seats than at the aisles. GPS reception may cut out
for a variety of reasons. When this happens, Personal Black Box stops updating the current
position. Usually, updates will resume in a few minutes. However, lengthy outages are possible. Be patient if you hit a signal outage. Restarting Personal Black Box and adjusting the
system GPS settings does not correct this problem.
On the iPhone the GPS is tied to the cellular transmitter. Unless you jailbreak your phone
or remove the SIM chip you cannot operate the GPS without the cellular transmitter operating. Therefore, you cannot use the GPS with Personal Black Box on an iPhone in an airplane.
Rather than bore you with the regulations you would be violating if you run the GPS on
the iPhone in an aircraft, we point out the pragmatic problem. You will be travelling about
ten times faster than in your car and faster than cellular networks are designed to work with.
Your phone will be entering and leaving cellular coverage areas nearly continuously. Your
iPhone ill be transmitting constantly as it looks for new cells. Your phone will consume
power at an extremely high rate.
When you land and need to call a taxi or relative to pick you up at the airport, you find
that your phone has no battery life left. Do not run your iPhone in the airplane without
Airplane Mode unless you want to be stranded at the airport.
6. Battery Consumption

GPS usage consumes a relatively large amount of power. Personal Black Box tries to minimize the power usage by limiting position updates. Your settings and usage have a large
effect on Personal Black Box’s power usage.
When Personal Black Box is active, the device’s idle timer is disabled. The screen will not
go into power save mode when Personal Black Box is active. If you are not using it, press
the Home button to deactivate Personal Black Box.
Personal Black Box’s behavior when inactive depends upon your settings. If you are not
tracking a flight, Personal Black Box disables the GPS and consumes little power when in
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the background. If you have flight tracking enabled, Personal Black Box keeps the GPS
active and continues to record your position while it is in the background. This consumes
are significant amount of power. If flight tracking is disabled, Personal Black Box consumes
very little power while in the background.
5. Track File Sharing

Personal Black Box supports file sharing through iTunes. You can move flight track files in
and out of Personal Black Box as you would do for any other application. Personal Black
Box uses the GPX format. You can view your track files in any application that format.
6. Privacy Policy

Personal Black Box believes your business is your business. Personal Black Box will track
your location only if you ask it to do so. That tracking information is your own. Personal
Black Box does not share it with anyone else. As described above, you can access flight
tracking data and share that data as you desire. The only external data communication Personal Black Box uses is with the Apple App Store. The App Store tracks the chart packages
that you purchase, even though they are free.
7. Technical Stuff: Chart Display

Maps use a projection to transform the sphere of the Earth into a flat sheet. Aviation Charts
use the Lambert Conformal Conical projection. Conceptually this projects the earth on to
a cone of paper (like a dunce cap) that passes through the Earth at two rings of latitude.
This produces a map with less distortion than the Mercator projection (to a cylinder) used
in driving maps (which enlarge Greenland to the size of Africa).
Mercator maps have the display advantage that lines of longitude are all parallel and
perpendicular to lines of latitude. This allows applications display maps in tiles that fit
together perfectly.
Lines of longitude on Lambert charts radiate from a single point (that is usually off the
chart) so they are not parallel. The lines of latitude are arcs whose centers are at the longitude convergence point. This makes displaying a mosaic of Lambert charts more difficult
individual charts have to be displayed rotated at different angles.
Charts use reference latitudes that minimize distortion. The various charts within a
group (e.g., visual charts or instrument charts) use different reference latitudes. This makes
displaying them in a mosaic even more difficult.
The method Personal Black Box uses to display charts is that it defines a reference geographic position linked to a reference position on the screen. The charts are oriented so that
the line of longitude at the reference is vertical. Each chart draws itself where it thinks it
should go relative to the reference point and its orientation.
The reference position is at the center of screen, except while scrolling. When scrolling
stops, Personal Black Box resets the reference point to the center of the screen.
At the reference point, all the charts are synchronized. In nearly all cases, the charts
line up very well within the screen at normal viewing zoom levels. However, as one moves
farther away from the reference point, charts with different reference latitudes tend not to
align well and splits in the coverage area start to appear.
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8. Reading Visual Charts
8.1. North and South

In navigation we have to deal with two sets of reference points called poles. One set is the
true poles. The true North pole and the true South pole define the axis where the Earth rotates throughout the day. The other set is the magnetic poles. The magnetic North pole and
magnetic South pole are the points where the Earth’s magnetic field is oriented vertically.
A magnetic compass tends to align itself to the magnetic poles.
The reason we use magnetic poles in navigation is the importance of magnetic compasses.
When an airplane is at rest or flying straight and level, the magnetic compass provides a
reference direction for navigation. While a gyroscope could be set to align to true North,
determining the proper alignment is difficult. Aircraft then use the magnetic poles are the
reference points for direction.
Unfortunately, the magnetic poles move continuously at about 35 miles per year. This
change is not noticeable in an aircraft flight (or even a ship voyage). However, it is significant over periods of years. Map data (that can be in use for decades) uses the true poles
as reference points because they do not change measurably over time. Map makers create
charts based upon the true poles then make regular adjustments to the magnetic-based data.
8.2. Measurement of Direction

Measurement of direction is done the same way, whether based upon true poles or magnetic poles. A circle is divided into 360 degrees. A degree consists of 60 minutes. A minute
is 60 seconds. North is both 0 and 360 degrees (usually 360 is used). Degrees are numbered
clockwise so that East is 90, South is 180, and West is 270. In aviation (in contrast to nautical), numeric directions are used rather than named points of the compass. For manual
flying, one usually uses increments of 10 degrees (sometimes 5 degrees). An air traffic controller may direct a plane to fly a heading of 280 degrees (always magnetic).1
Personal Black Box always reports true headings.
8.3. Airspace Classifications

Airspace in the United States is divided into 6 classifications (from most to least restrictive):
· Class A
· Class B
· Class C
· Class D
· Class E
· Class G2
Class A airspace extends from 18,000’ to 60,000’ everywhere in the U.S. (except for Hawaii).
Because it is the same everywhere, it is not indicate on charts.
Class B airspace surrounds major airports. In its idealized form, Class B airspace had the
shape of an inverted, three tier wedding cake. The outlines of the layers are shown in blue
1 Only in Hollywood would an air traffic controller direct a plane to fly 282 degrees.
2 There is no Class F in the United States.
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with the lower and upper limits given. In most case, the shape of a Class B airspace differs
significantly from the ideal, conforming to runways, and other airports. In some cases there
are multiple major airports in a single Class B zone.
Class C airspace surrounds secondary airports. Its
ideal form is that of a two tiered, inverted wedding cake.
Unlike Class B, Class C airspace tends to follow the
ideal form with the inner tier 10 miles in diameter and
the outer tier 20 miles, indicated in magenta. In some
cases, the shape of class B airspace varies from the ideal
to accommodate other airports and terrain.
Class D airspace surrounds all other airports with
operating control towers. It has the shape of a cylinder,
5 miles in diameter.
Skipping to class G, this is the area close to the ground
where that is considered uncontrolled, meaning that aircraft are not routed through these areas.
Class E is everywhere else. The only place Class E airspace is indicated is thick magenta
rings that show where it extends all the way to the surface around small airports with instrument approaches.
8.4. Special Use Airspace

Special use zones are additional designations for airspace and are depicted on Visual Charts.
Prohibited Areas are zones where aircraft are not permitted, usually for national security
reason.
Restricted Areas are zones where activity hazardous to the operation of aircraft takes
place.
Warning areas are similar to Restricted Areas but in areas (e.g., over the sea) the U.S.
cannot prohibit aircraft.
Alert Areas are zones of unusual activity, such as intensive flight training.
Military Operation Areas are zones where military training takes places.
These zones may only be active part time. For example, went a restricted area is not being
used for hazardous activity, aircraft may be routed through it.
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8.5. Airports

Airports provide the
best landmarks for
identifying your position in the daytime.
They easy to spot and
their runway patterns
are usually distinctive.
There are several
symbols used to indicate airports. Those in
blue indicate an airport with an operating
control tower. Those in magenta (the vast majority) do not have a control tower.
Airports with a runway longer than 8,069 feet are depicted with the outlines of the
runways. Other airports with paved runways are shown with the runway pattern within a
circle. Note that the higher resolution terminal charts, all airports with paved runways are
shown with outlines.
Here is example of how to use airports. Let us say that you know that you have been following along and know that you are in the general area of this chart.
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From your window you see this view.

You can see that that the runways are in groups that form a cross at right angles. That pattern does not match Chicago executive where there are three runways meeting at a central
point. It does not match O’Hare where one can see three parallel runways with one widely
spaced from the other. However, Midway has the cross pattern. The chart shows three runways running Northwest/Southeast and two runways running Southwest/Northeast.
In the airport picture four runways are visible clearly. The fifth runway is more difficult
to discern from the taxiways. On the chart you can see one runway is much shorter than
all the others and that it is next to the longest runway running in the same direction. The
last runway either has to be the pavement to the left of the longerest runway running up
and down or above the longest runway running across. The up and down pavement runs
into the terminal apron parking area. The across pavement runs into nothing, making it the
small runway.
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So we can match the picture up to the layout in the chart like this:

We are looking down the longer runway of a pair, with the shorter runway to the right.
That would make our position to be roughly here on the chart.
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8.6. VOR

VORs (VHS Omni
Range) are navigation
aids and are highly
prominant on charts.
VORs define most of
the air routes. The path
of the a route is defined
by a magnetic course
to the VOR. Because
VORs are oriented to
magnetic courses, the
North indicator (0 degrees) is usually sloped.
Visual Charts and
Low Altitude charts
depict Victor Airways that extend up to
18,000 feet. Jet Charts
depict Jet Routes that
extend from 18,000 to
60,0000 feet. Jet Routes
and Victor Airways generally do not folow the same paths. However, there are some segments where Jet Routes are over a a Victor Airway. Airliners do not use Victor Airways. If
you see you flight tracking one on a visual chart, it is likely there is a Jet Route over it that
will be visible on a Jet Chart.
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8.7. Obstacles

Visual charts show obstacles. This images to the right show how man-made
obstacles appear. These ones at the top
are single obstacles and the ones at the
bottom are groups.
Visual charts include topographical elevations. This is the top of a geographic peak.

Each latitude/longitude grid shows
the highest obstacle within like this:
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